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Seniors
challenge
class with
new goal
BY MEOAN ERHARDT

contributing writer
The
Senior
Class
Challenge, a student-run gift
giving campaign, has helped
graduating seniors donate
more than $770,000 to JMU
since 1989. Seniors get to
decide where their money
will go and which organizations it will help to fund.
This year, the 2005 Steering
Committee has set a goal of
20 percent participation from
the Senior Class. This is different than the past goal of
100 percent participation
goal. 'Twenty percent is one
out of every five seniors at
JMU," Senior Class Challenge
Captain Ashley Polo said.
"This goal is much more realistic and attainable than the
usual 100 percent."
Chrissy Deery, student
director of the Senior
Class
Challenge,
said,
"If we reach 20 percent it
will be the record high of
participation in the history
of the Challenge."
This year, the Steering
Committee is putting together the first-ever Senior Gala
Dinner Dance. This event,
which will be held on Feb.
18, is a chance for seniors
to get together. "It is also
a chance to educate and
motivate JMU seniors about
the Challenge," Deery said.
"Tickets for the gala will be
on sale at the JMU Box Office
from Jan. 31 to Feb. 11.
Andrew Kneale. a member of the Steering Committee,
said, "If s not the amount of
money we get. Ifs the amount
of seniors we get to participate. That's the key."
The amount of money
each student is asked to
donate is $20.05. Kneale said,
"We realize we're seniors in
college and can't afford too
much, so we thought $20.05
was a nice amount."
Last year, the senior class
raised $33,109, and the Class of
2003 raised $15,274, according
to the Senior Class Challenge
Web site.
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Dr. McConkey was a
valuable member of the
university and a longstanding member of the
faculty.
- Aid? Perrine
JMU spokesman

99—

staff writer

A former dean of the fine
arts and communication
department died Saturday,
Jan. 15 at his residence.
Donald McConkey, 76, of
Hanisonburg, came to JMU in
1970 as a professor of speech
communication. He retired
from the university in 1995
and was named a professor
emeritus to the department of
speech communication.
"Dr. McConkey was a val-

BY DAVID ALLEN

The
political
action
committee Virginia 21 and
JMU's Student Government
Association are working to
secure more financial aid for
students across Virginia.
To do so, VA21 introduced
the Student Financial Security
bill to Richmond. The bill will
prevent Virginia's financial aid

u/ii) u _(i _'»i i

ued member of the university ment, said McConkey was a
and a long-standing member principal facilitator to the colof the faculty," JMU
lege and communicaspokesman Andy
tion department. "He
Perrine said. "He
made many wonwas actually dean
derful contributions
when I was a student
to the university,"
here. We are sad to
Whitman said.
hear of his passing."
McConkey's
Richard
wife, Martha Ann
Whitman,
the
Ballard, passed away
dean who followed
lYfcConkev in 1991. He leaves
McConkey's retireno members of his

immediate family,
McConkey worked at the
College of William & Mary
from 1954 to 1970 before he
came to JMU.
Private burial services will
be held in Newport News at
a later date. Arrangements in
Hanisonburg are being handled by the Kyger Funeral
Homes and Crematory on
South Main Street.
— from staff reports

BY SHARON

V

senior writer
The presence
duty is spreading throughout
llarrieonburg as organisations,
nesses and charities work
together in
tor the
.ister.
Jennifer Shaver, director of
emergency services for the Red
Cross in Harnsonburg, said the
public has made great contributions. "The efforts have been
tremendous ... this is ■
ig community," she said.
Shaver said many local
■sses have jars set up so
people can donate. The money
then is donated to organizai as the Red (
ney is the best thi
.iver said,
ryone's needs are di 11 ■
> to have monetary
:ie tsunami) need
and to build their
m also is
O0taMae)g$ Jonation.' tor tsunaaj Aaejler n-liel

Celebrating MLK's
dream through
the week

phou by CAROLYN WALSER/ieoior phaograplm
Top, the JMU Contemporary Gospel Singers
perform for a crowd at the 18th annual Dr.
Martin Luther King ir. Celebration Monday
night. Above, Myrtle Evers-WIIMems, a Civil
Rights Activist, speaks on King* contribution*
a* part of "mobilizing the dream" In Wilson
Hall Auditorium.

Senate selects three new at-large student senators

measures as increased tuition,"
freshman Sara Lunsford said.
"This would also allow for
them to exercise increased
independence from
the state in
various projects and programs. JMU
and other public universities
would receive no additional
funding or privileges."
set SGA. page 4

Three new student senators were added to the SGA
Student Senate last night.
The late appointments
were used to fill vacancies
existing in the Senate.
Sophomores
David
Alien, Jonny Reck and Alex
Waldey will serve on SGA
committees and be fully
incorporated members of
the Student Senate.
"Usually at this point in the
year, we have some turnover
in Senate seats," Student Body
President Tom Culligan said.

"We turn any vacant seats Wo
at-large seats and open them
up to interested students."
Culligan said vacant
positions are filled on a
first-come, first-serve basis.
All three of the new
senators live in Logan Hall,
which is represented by
another student senator.
1 decided to join the SGA
because I feel that I pane at
the ability to make an impact
on this campus," Reck said. "1
realised that I have the time
and the desire to do so."

Reck said he does not
believe that joining the Senate
halfway through the year
would hinder his ability to
represent the student body.
"Any student at this campus can assist the SGA by sharing their opinions," he added.
Usually, student senators
are elected in the first weeks
of school Culligan said students interested in pining the
Student Senate should contact
him or senior Krissy SdmebeL
Speaker of the Senate.
—from sarf reports

VA21, SGA aim to support 35 percent of financial need
contributing writer

HtgkM
Lav: 21

Heow to
help with
tsunami
relief

Bill explains negative impact on JMU
The Student Government
Association passed a resolution bill giving students the
opportunity to express their
concerns about three Virginia
schools becoming chartered
and how it could affect JMU.
"If this were allowed to happen, they would become semiprivate institutions, retaining all
public funding while increasing private funds using such

Snow

Long-standing former dean dies at age 76

SGA expresses concerns for Va. charter schools
BY MARIA NOSAL

Today:

situation from further budget
cuts, creating a minimum
level of 35 percent support of
unmet financial need.
"If we're going to increase
tuition, we have to offer as
much money to offset It,"
VA21
communications
director David Solmini said.
The trust fund created will
force legislatures to leave
funds allotted to financial
aid. No money could be

reapportioned to support
other initiatives or projects.
Teaming up with VA21,
the SGA also is working to
pass the Student Financial
Security bill.
Student Body President
Tom Culligan said the SGA
remains committed
"to
making sure student financial
aid remains a priority in
higher education policy."
Sophomore
senator

Stephanie
Genco
said,
"There's a considerable
percentage
of
in-state
students who graduate
college with remaining need,
so the SGA will be meeting
with various state senators
and delegates asking them
to ensure a student financial
security fund."
Culligan said, thus far.
$12.1 million has been added
to the state-funded financial

aid budget with the work of
SGA and VA21, but would
like to see more.
"Nationwide,
college
students graduate on average
$18,000 in debt," Culligan
said. "In Virginia, we're doing
something about it. We're
doing something to make sure
students can come to JMU"
A nationwide economic
tee VA2I. vagi i

The social work department organized "Asia/ •'■
Tsunami Relief Week,"
began on Tuesday and will continue until next Wednesday.
The department set up
tables in the Integrated Science
and Technology/Health
Hum.i
-iiilding to
t money and personal
items for the Red Cross and
Mennonite Central Committee.
Karen Ford, assistant professor of social work, said one
of her students, senior Julie
Pokusa, contacted her over
Winter Break to see how JMU
could help out. Ford brought
up the idea to her comn
social work das* and they were
eager to get started.
was one that was a
real gut reaction," Ford said.
"Our students know li.
recognize need in society, and
is one respon1
standing global citizenship."
About 20 students have
signed up to help out with the
project Ford said. Pokusa was
pleased with the efforts thus
•ltd said that on the first
day of donations $192 was collected in four hours.
"We hope everyone will
hotc, and this collection
will inspire future efforts lo
support the victims of the
tsunami in time of need," senior
Anne Bradshaw said.
Relief kit components:
- four bars of soap
- one bottle of shampoo
-10 cups laundry detergent
- one tube toothpaste
- four tocrthbrushes
- four new towels
- one hairbrush and comb
- one fingernail clipper
-one box bandages
- ora- packaa mitKf pads

Bring to JMU table or go to
wwwjncc.org/or aiiren.
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'My chin because
it brings shame
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Contact Us

Events Calendar

Wednesday, Jan. 19

Monday, Jan. 24

JMU's History Club will be having its first meeting ol 2005.
Elections will be held. The meeting is at 7 p.m. in Cleveland
Hall in the psychology study lounge. Snacks will be provided

Phi Sigma Epsilon, the only national, professional, coeducational fraternity in marketing, sales management and selling,
will otter an Informational night tonight In Taylor Hall, room 404
at 8:30 p.m. and Jan. 25 at 8:30 p.m. in Taylor Hall, room 305.
Tonight's event is an occupational Wellness Passport event
Anyone with questions can contact Steve Lackey at lackeyse

Submit y«H||^^H^H
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The oveaw Is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local
Hamsonburg community. Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Alison Fargo editor
Main Telephone:
(5401 568-6127
Editor:
Alison Fargo
(540) 568-3694
breezeeditorOhotmail. com

POLICE LOG
BY SHARON SCHIFF/
"My left pinky
toenail because
everything else is
too precious."

campus
SPOTLIGHT

I.

If you had to lose one
body part, what would
it be and why?

news intern

Managing Editor:
Kelly Jasper

Simple Assault
Three JMU students reported being assaulted by an
unknown male at Magnolia House on Jan 15 at 3:10 a.m.
All three students declined to press charges.

(540) 568-3694

bmezeeditorOhotmail.com

Drunk in Public

News Deek:

Taylor D. Pamham, 19. of Reston, was charged with drunk
in public at Hillside Hall on Jan. 14 at 11:47 p.m.

breezenewsOhotmalt.com

Possession of Drugs

Variety Desk:
(540) 568-3151
breezevanetyOhotmail.com

(540) 568-6699

Curtis M. Regimbal. 19, of Midlothian, was charged with
possession of mari|uana at Ikenberry Hall on Jan. 17 at
6:48 p.m.

Sports Deek:

(540) 568-6709
breezesportsOriotmail.com

Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 13,516
CHAN

"One of my arms
so that my
screename
could be
'clrcleswimmer'.'

Total drunk in public since Aug. 19: 53

history/religion
junior

"My tongue
because I say so
many stupid
things.-
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WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
S«n .. I« Pta I, WMU, liul>

1870 East Market Street
across from Valley Mall

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 433-8599

PENNZOIL
Notjuitoil.Pennzoil.-

dm

KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-06 E. Market St. STORE SHOULD BE!
Mon Sat 10-9, Sunday 124

UstsHt Before You Buy!

WWW.PIJW9MU3IC.COM

WALK TO CAMPUS
APARTMENTS
3 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
4 BR Furnished Condos on S. Ave. (10 minute walk to JMU)
5 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
All units personally managed by owner.
Twenty Five years of experience servicing student rental leases.
/'or further information, call487- 4057 or 435- 1752, X a.m.- 10p.m.
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Honor Council positions
available for next year

The Office of International Programs will begin
recruitment (or IMU's international
internship
programs for fall 2005 and
spring and summer 2006.
Complete program information, including job descriptions and application forms, is
available at the OIP Web site.
umtv.jmu.edu/inlernalioniil.
To further promote its programs, the OIP also will host a
Study Abroad Expo on Jan. 25
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Transitions in Warren Hall.
Spaces still exist in fall
2005 study abroad programs
and students are encouraged
to apply for vacancies.
For more information on
the Study Abroad Expo and
a list of program information sessions to be held today, visit the OIP Web site.
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Healthy focus starts 2005, locally and national!
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The Honor Council currently is accepting applications through (an. 21 from
students interested in serving
on the Honor Council.
Applications can be
obtained from the Honor
Council's Web site, www.jmu.
edu/honor under the "Important Forms" link.
Students are encouraged
to submit the application directly to the council's office in
Chandler Hall, room 133.
Questions should be sent
to boryanaj
The Honors Council
oversees questions of Honor
Code violations that occur
throughout the year.
Study abroad opens
recruiting for 2005-'06
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New federal diet guidelines t
emphasize calories, exercise
BY LIBBY QUAID

Associated Press
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ceuvnad fiut
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1 iftc* of brsafl 1 02 dry caraal:
117 cup cooked net*, pasta o» cars*

The government on Wednesday urged most Americans to
eat fewer calories and exercise
30 to 90 minutes a day, updating
guidelines mat advised people
to lose weight but gave few specifics on how to do it
The new dietary guidelines
will be used to update the familiar food pyramid, which
most people recognize, but
few heed. The revision will
be the pyramid's first since it
was created 12 years ago.

Federal officials acknowledged much of the advice will not
be new to Americans.
"If s really common sense,"
Health and Human Services
Secretary Tommy Thompson
said "You lower your cakirie intake, you lower your carbs, your
fats. You eat more fruits and vegetables, and you exercise. That" s
as simple as it can be."
Thompson noted that two in
three Americans are overweight
or obese and suggested that the
guidelines are well-timed, coming soon after many have made
New Year's resolutions.

Virginia on the Move program helps faculty, staff get healthy, lose weight
BY ELIZABETH BAMON

contributing writer
A Virginia on the Move program was
held in the College Center Highlands
room last Wednesday, encouraging JMU
faculty arid staff to take part in the Governor's "Healthy Virginians Initiative"
by moving more and eating leas.
"There are many participants still
signing up for the Virginia on the Move

program, but as of today we have approximately 150 people [faculty and
staff] signed up," said Kristin Gardner,
JMU CommonHealth coordinator.
The program focuses on walking
an extra 2,000 steps and eating 100
(ewer calories each day. JMU's CommonHealth Web site, www.imu.edu/
ammmheaith, explains how to take
part in Virginia on the Move for any
faculty and staff who were not able

Fraternities begin spring rush
BY MIKE GERRITY

contributing writer
Spring rush for all social fraternities starts Monday.
"Rush is the life-blood of a fraternity," said senior Daniel Dunlap,
rush chair of Delta Chi. "It supplies
the fraternity with new members to
keep the chapter alive."
Male students visit different chapters to find one they feel fits them best.

"It takes a lot of guts for a student to
come out and meet the brothers during
rush," said senior Jon Jeffenes, rush chair of
Sigma Chi "S can be unnecessarily intimidatmg to meet so many people at once"
During this time, rushes participate
in events such as football or playing
video games with the brothers.
Rush week runs from Jan. 24
through Feb. 2. Coeducational honor
and service fraternities also will rush
during this period.

to attend on Wednesday.
Many JMU employees take
"moving more and eating less"
very seriously. Media arts and design professor Roger Soenksen
goes to UREC four or five times a
week to play racquetball with other
professors. "Occasionally a student
will join us,' he said, boenksen has
worked out regularly since high
school. "It helps me maintain my

weight, relieves stress and hopefully allows me to live a longer,
more productive life," he said.
Kate Kessler, assistant professor
to the writing program, also makes
working out a priority. "On a typical
week, I try to lift on the machines upstairs three times a week and take two
yoga rl aware and two body [sculpting j
classes at UREC. I also walk about
seven miles a day," Kessler said.

Contest highlights student work
BY KATIE ODOWD

staff writer
A cash prize will be awarded to
the first place entrant in the Write
On! essay contest.
Write On! encourages writing
across the curriculum. The contest is unique because it focuses
on academic writing rather than
creative writing, according to
Shelley B. Aley, associate profes-

sor in the Writing Program, one of
the contest's creators.
"[The contest] is a way to honor
students and faculty," Aley said.
"Entries can [range from] lab reports to research papers."
The entries are judged by the WriteOn! contest committee and faculty.
Students may submit academic
work written in classes from spring
2004 through spring 2005. The deadline for submission is Feb. 11.

Best Food - Low. Low, Low Prices - Best Fcx

] China Express
; Free Delivery (540) 568-9899 j
£
^

ArrpnfpH
riex Accepted

FIPX

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

Super Combo

o
*

BEST

Veiled 01 hy The
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
Bteeie readers lor
SC2 Pork. Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Qal Pan
• SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
* SC7 Hunan Chicken
$8.00 minimum
SCB Pork with Mixed Vegetables
(limited area and JMU)
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
$10.00 minimum
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
(limeted area over 1 mile)
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
* SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
* SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
•SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
• SC 18 Szechuan Bee!
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
« SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beet, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

FREE DELIVERY

EXCELLENCE IN PRACTICE,
INNOVATION AND EDUCATION.
You like to keep your option* open. That's why you should make the connection to a Nursing c
with Dude University Hospital. WHh oui vast array ot opportunities, you'll be able to create your own
path to success. Become part of our team today.

on/yljjg) All come with

Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop,
* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)
or Hot and Sour

Nursing Students - come see your future at Duke University Hospital!! Join us tor an
Informative, lun-fllled event that will give you a closer look at our innovative programs,
educational opportunities and career enrichment activities.
• Enjoy a continental breakfast and lunch
• Listen as some ol our nursing professionals share their experiences
• Network with Hospital leadership, recruiters, managers and clinical experts
• Tout our csmpus
Please call to register pnor to the event. If you cannot attend, send your resume to: Duke University
Hospital. DUMC Box 3714. Durham, NC 27710. Phone. 1-BO0-J32-M77 or 919-684-6339. Fa*
919-M1-7397. Email: euraliigenic.duke.edu. Visit our Web sue it: hrtp^/dukenurslnf .org.

China Express
1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

GoLcoKOn.Com
■on /wo-i
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IP Duke University Hospital
A MEMBER OF DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM

We Are the FUTURE of Nursing.
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SGA: Bill opposes Va. Tech, W&M,
UVa. becoming charter schools
SGA. from page I

The bill staled the opinion that the SGA is
opposed to Virginia Tech. University of Virginia and the College of William & Mary becoming charter schools because of the negative
impact it could have on JMU and its funding
"The state of Virginia needs to ensure
that their public university system is of
equal value." sophomore Stephanie Genco
said. "If the legislators in this state wish to
find greater funding for higher education in
Virginia, they should find a way of doing so
for all universities, not just these three."
If Virginia Tech, William & Mary and UVa.
become charter schools, it could affect all Virginia public colleges and universities.
"This bill was a good idea to support
because, by creating rust a three-university
charter system, it closes the door (or JMU and
other state institutions from reaping the benefits of private finances and increased decision
making," junior Ricardo Pineres said

Many senators expressed their concerns
about the three schools becoming charter
schools, and what effect the change might have
on future students in the college system.
"There is an oncoming crisis in Virginia
higher education. In the next five years,
there will be over 50,000 Virginia students
entering the higher education system,"
Genco said. "If charter schools go through,
more Virginia students will be denied access to their own universities This is an issue that harms those Virginia students.*
Freshman senator Sarah Lunsford
said, "If a bill such as the one pending
in the General Assembly were passed,
both JMU and Virginia as whole would
be significantly disadvantaged.
"JMU would be hurt because it would
create a two-tiered system in which JMU
would have no chance of competition against
the charter schools due to its comparatively
smaller funding and independence."

VA21: New funds
added for students
VA2I, from page I

recession since late 2001 forced Virginia's
state legislature to lift an eight-year tuition
freeze on colleges and universities, according to a 2003 report by the State Council of
Higher Learning for Virginia. In 2002 alone,
the Virginia legislature reduced publichigher education by 22 percent. Last year,
JMU raised tuition from 14.9 percent from
$2,382 in 2003-'04 to $2,738 for 2004-'05.
For every 1 percent of tuition increases,
financial need in Virginia increases by $1
million, Solimini said. The Virginia legislature has attempted to meet half of this
financial need. Remaining defecits are met
through private and federal funding, Solmini said. Richmond currently is only covering 31 percent of financial aid requests.
Culligan said students can make their
voices heard on the issue of financial aid by
getting in touch with their representatives
both in Richmond and in Washington, D.C.

Need Some Extra Cash?

2 2 for
HO
Medium, 1-Topping Pizza

.

Still hungry? Try our

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Monday-Thursday
10:30 am-1:30 am

Saaday

lunch and late-night specials!
We Accept

www.papajohns.com

10:30 am-12:30 am

JU

Now Buying Silver and Gold Jewelry
Especially Yurman and T\ffany

Ask about our

433-7272

10:30- am-3:30 am

jewelry

Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotle BBQ
Served with Bleu Cheese or Ranch Sauce

433-PAPA

Friday-Sanuday

annex*

(high school rings, ect.) * MUST be 18 w/ two ID's
75 South Court Square Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (540)433-1833

New Papa's Buffalo Wings

PAPAJOHIS

JAMES UCHONE

lilies!

Congatulations JMU Football
Division I AA Champs!

»u have what it take

in the REAL WORLD of
JMU SUMMER CONFERENCE
Now that that's overtime to concentrate on getting your apartment for next year:
Ashby Crossing still guarantees your apartment.

Come in today and leave with your lease in hand!

*

10-15 Qualified Students will
be chosen to be CONFERENCE
ASSISTANTS...

^f Work with REAL People
^^ Gain REAL Job Experience

HOW?
a Possess Excellent Customer Service
a Be a Team Player
ra Exhibit Multi-Tasking and Time Management Skills
a Work in a Fast-Paced Office Environment
a Be able to work Nights, Weekends, and Overnight Shifts
ra Available to work May 9 - Aug. 15,2005

Applications are available in the
Events and Conferences Office,
Taylor 233. Must be returned by
5p.m. Friday, February 11,2005!!
* To learn more about this opportunity sign up for an Info
Session on February 2 or 3, by emailing: bentzjl@jmu.edu

Ashby Crossing provides
all that you need!
Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet

snny
Ashby.

OSS mi
1191 Devon Lane

Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001
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This Weekend in JMU Athletics
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6 WOMEN'S SWIMMING VS. GEORGE MASON
I PM
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Downtown Pizza Co.
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Friday- The P.B. All-Sta
Saturday- Stable Roots
(acoustic reggae)

HALFTIME

Late night menu available until 2am
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WOMEN'S BASHETBAU VS.

UNC-WILMINGTON

JPM

Lunch buffet Mon-Fri nom to 2am

«-•
V

Duff hour Mon-Fri 6 to 7

CONVOCAUON ClNTIH
EXTREME TEAM

DUHKERT WILL

PERFORM AT

jrjj r-fr

95 South Main St.
Harrlionburg, VA taSoi

HALFTIME

fffr-

540-442-9923

Come Build your]
| Own Burger In
January

f.r 540-442-9924
Open uam - lam
7 days a week

fiadies. ..check out our new VmakMsts!

^

Caribbean Tan

'T

30 beds @ each location

It's cold outside
let Carribean Tan warm you up!
January Specials!
I
viv
Tan

■ Roomate Special
4 bottles of Lotion
I for
(any bottle)
1

$100

Limit one per customer.
Coupon can only be used once.

I

MFC©
IrM) IPHELRCfflNG

Tan until Spring
Break for

$59

540-433-5612
' 200 South Ave Harrisonburg, VA

$5 Off
E.plt« 1 f-Of

(unlimited tans)

Limit one per customer.
■ Coupon can only be used once.

the Best
■MI

by You!

Monday-Thursday

Friday & Saturday

12-8

12-10
I

Sunday

12-5

I'urcuil nol <nuiAiN> ■>* Sui«in

I

$19*95

I (includes basics, supers, cybers)
Limit one per customer.
1 Coupon can only be used once.

Open Late till
10 pm on weekdays
8pm on weekends

TMtoM— fV (w II011JW. Sapwmbcr **, 2004

STORE HOURS

I One week of
unlimited tanning

9-10p.mMon.-Fri.
10-8 p.m. Sat.
12-8 p.m. Sun.

voted

anything

JksiL.

■ Carifi£ii Tan

CarUtKt Tan

Food Lion
. Shopping Center

<

Harrisonburg Crossing
Shopping Center

433-9989
438-9989
Accepting FLEX
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Draft should be mandatory for all
MARK KNAPF

Daily Nebraskan

DOUO MILLS/AT
George W. Bush takes the oath of office to become the 43rd president Jan. 20, 2001.

New term brings Bush fresh
challenges relevant to students
The platform of the
GOP, and that of President Bush, should come
as no surprise to anyone
within earshot of this fall's
mass-media
campaign
coverage. It also should
come as no surprise that
students — yes, students
— were listening.
And we'll be listening today, too. As Bush
is sworn in and speaks to
the nation in his second
inaugural address this
afternoon, we expect students to tune in for three
particular issues.
Economic Outlook
The goal is simple: Create new jobs and protect
existing ones. To droves
of students entering a
fluctuating, Bush-era job
market, few things seem
more important.
To economists and advisers, however, no single
answer can resolve the
complications induced
by years of ineffective, or
at least questionable, fiscal policies.
Most of us aren't
studying to be economists, but we've got a
few suggestions. Stop
granting tax breaks for
companies that ship jobs
overseas. Deferral policies encourage outsourcing. Instead, cut taxes for
companies that produce
jobs at home.
It might seem too simple. But even much of
Bush's rhetoric backs the
ideology that a strong
economy, with a growing
and stable job market,
is critical to America's
strength and security.

Higher Education Costs
Reception of education
reform .i la Bush varies
from adored to despised.
But it's his policies that
address the escalating
costs of higher education
thai we'll tune our ears
to today.
The Washington Post reports college tuitions have
risen by 30 percent over
the last three years. We
at JMU certainly have felt
the increase.
As governor, Bush
promised to increase college aid. But he also attempted
to
increase
charges on student loans
and eliminate Pell Grants
to thousands of people.
A new formula to calculate financial aid was introduced last month and
could deny up to 90,000
students grants, The Post
reported.
Students have a right
to call his priorities into
question. College must be
made affordable.
Earlier this week, it
seems Bush attempted to
make good on his promise. In a proposal Friday,
Bush said he aims to increase the maximum federal grant for low-income
college students by $100 a
year for five years.
Many say the change is
small. And they would be
right — a much too large
discrepancy exists between
Bush's rhetoric and actions. The new maximum
of $4,550 (up from $4,050)
is still thousands higher
than the average student
actually receives. However, the proposal signals
a willingness to make edu-

cation increase the accessibility of education.
We hope the trend continues.
Polarization
It borders on hackneyed
to encourage Bush to be a
uniter, not a divider — but
we've had enough.
Following a week of
events promoting unity
in honor of Martin Luther
King Jr., following a season of political debates
promoting respect among
differences and following
a season of OrangeBand
programs advancing understanding of cultural,
ideological and social diversity, students on this
campus have made their
view clear: The only thing
not to be tolerated is intolerance.
While traveling abroad,
students should never
have to hang their head.
Following the election,
some said they were
ashamed to be American.
Some joked about moving to Canada.
Internationally, we feel
divided. Domestically, we
feel divided. Bush cannot
continue his seeming war
against differences.
We are thankful students at JMU know differences are a source of
strength. They've learned
to take pride in them, fight
for them, and savor the
freedom that allows them
to exist. If only we could
personally pass that advice
along to our president.
We expect Bush to speak
on these issues. We expect
students to listen. We hope
Bush listens, too.

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breeze are welcome and encouraged.
I Ntfl should be no longer than 250 words and can be e-mailed to breezeopinion@hotmail.com
or milted to MSC 6805 G1, Anlhony-Seeger Hall. Harrtsonburg, VA 22807 The Breeze reserves
ihe nghl in edit all submissions <or length or grammatical style.
The house editorial relief 11 the opinion of the editorial board as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion of
jfiy individual staff member of The Breeze
Editorial Board.
Alison Fargo, editor in chief
Kelly lasper, managing editor
Alex Sirney. opinion editor
The opinmns m thn H-ction do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff, or
lames Madison Unfversity.
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1 believe then? should be
a universal draft for all 18year-old citizens. I believe
both men and women should
serve two years before attending college or starting
a career. And 1 believe both
men and women should be
able to choose between military and civil service.
After spending every
day of the 20O3-'O4 school
year in the Lincoln Public
School system, I've come to
realize America's youth are
wholly unprepared for what
lies ahead of them. I've
come to understand America's youth are nothing more
than the soft underbelly of
our country's defense. No
matter how much reality TV es are volunteers. Volunteers
America's children watch, who've been working overthey've been sheltered from time to keep the world sate
the true realities of life.
and America free. Volunteers
Dec. 1, 1969. might not who are serving two and three
be a day in history most tours of combat duty. Volunpeople recognize. But for teers who've left their families
every American male citizen to protect other families. Volbetween the ages of 18 and unteers who need help.
26 that year, it was the night
There hasn't been a draft
reality TV was bom and the in 32 years. An entire generaVietnam War hit home. For tion has grown up without
the first time since 1942, the harsh reality of conscripthere was a draft lottery for tion hanging over its head. We
the Selective Service.
have become the first generaDuring primetime TV (on tion in a century that knows
radio and being filmed). Rep. no duty to country. We have
Alexander Pimie (R-NY), of become the first generation in
the House Armed Services 100 years that hasn't earned
Committee, pulled out the its freedom or realized the
first capsule holding the date true meaning of sacrifice.
Sept. 14 — meaning all men
Some people might call
bom on Sept. 14 in any year this progress; some baby
between 1944 and 1950 — boomers and Generation Xers
were assigned lottery No. 1. certainly would. But what
The drawing continued until others call progress, I call
all 365 capsules were paired a generational stagnation,
with a sequence number.
wrought with false realities.
You can bet a generation unrealistic expectations and a
of men was more concerned nation's vulnerability.
with what was happening on
A universal draft would do
TV and with the realities of wonders for our generation.
their lives than how pimped
A universal draft would
out a car was going to get or enlighten America's youth as
who was going to get voted to what's truly important in
off of "Survivor."
life, like life, liberty and the
From 1964 to 1973,1.8 mil- pursuit of happiness — not cell
lion men were drafted into the phone cameras, "Halo 2" or a
Vietnam War. The Selective big spoiler for your Honda
Service called up 195 birthA universal draft would
days. Fifty-eight thousand men remind each and every Amernever celebrated another one.
ican citizen of the importance
Since 1973, no dozen of of freedom, the meaning beAmerica has been called to hind citizenship and the refight for his or her country. All alities of a world beyond the
soldiers in today's armed fore- shallow and spoiled borders

of the United States.
A universal draft could
potentially do as much for
women's rights as the women's liberation movement or
women's suffrage. Of course
every time 1 mention this, I
hear loud dissension both
from women and men in the
form of women shouldn't be
involved in combat, women
couldn't handle it and pregnancy rates would skyrocket.
My answer to all of these is
that it's the 2000s and if women truly want equal rights
then here's their chance.
Some might say an unwilling soldier might cause
more harm man good. But
my universal draft has no deferments for college students,
no buyouts for the rich and
no racial lines.
The angst of the 1990s
and the apathy of the 2000s
in America's adolescence are
related directly to the fact
that they've become consumers of products, not life
If America is going to lead
the way in the 21st century,
then the future generations
of this country must learn
the realities of life. Sacrifice,
discipline, respect and duty
are not things to be afraid of
— ifs what the foundation
of this country rests on.
And if a draft is what's
needed to get Americans involved, then I'm all for it. In
fact, I'll be first in line
Mark Knapf is a columnist
for Ihe University of Nebraska's
Daily Nebraskan.

THE SOAPBOX

Police officer undesirable, hypocritical job
KATIE AUSTEN

staff writer
As I was watching "Garden State" for the
12th time and looking around my room to find
my reckless driving ticket, my mind began
to wander. There is a burning question that
I want answered. It's not a very philosophical question — I have seen "Garden State" so
many times I've already let go and jumped in.
My big question is this: How can any normal
person grow up to be a cop?
For anyone who hasn't seen "Garden
State" — and no, I'm not getting paid for
this plug — you have to go see it. It will
change your life, 1 swear. The main character, Andrew Largeman, is pulled over for
going 85 mph in a 25 mph by his old friend
from high school, Kenny "Large" asks him
why he's a cop and Kenny says he's a cop
because he has nothing better to do.
There has got to be something better to
do than be a cop.
We all have friends or know of someone
who has been arrested for something or another — possession of marijuana, a fake ID
or underage drinking. I just cannot imagine
how someone could devote his or her life to
making someone else's life miserable. How
can people punish someone for an act that
they themselves more than likely committed when Ihey were younger? It makes no
sense. Also, if I were a cop. I don't think I
could handle everyone always going so
slow around me. I would be so annoyed
— especially knowing the fact that they are
only going slow because I'm a cop.
The whole justice system is generally
unnecessary. It is necessary for some things,
such as retribution for murders and the like,

I

but for petty things like speeding tickets,
I think they could lighten up a bit. I think
drinking would be minimal, especially at
college, if it were easier for us to do. Kids,
we like the chase and we like breaking rules.
It spices up our lives. It is not like the Alcohol Substance Abuse Program is going to
make someone stop drinking — it just will
teach them to do things more discretely. The
drinking age should be 18 — the three years
our brain needs to mature are just inhibited
by us drinking alcohol illegally.
Trying to understand why someone
would want to be a cop got me thinking
about the bigger picture. Life is pretty much
about breaking rules and how much we can
get away with. Rules are meant to be broken. If there weren't any rules, we wouldn't
feel the need to break them. If we were allowed to burn incense in our dorms, we
wouldn't find it so rewarding and empowering to burn it. If there were no speed limits,
I wouldn't be as apt to speed. If we didn't
have DARE, in fifth grade. I don't think I
would know about half the drugs I do now.
I think D.A.R.E. creates drug addicts.
I am not saying that America should be an
anarchy and completely devoid of rules, but I
think that some of our limitations are ridiculous. For example, the law that you can get
both internal possession and drunk in public
seems like semi-double jeopardy to me.
I'm really excited about going back to
my hometown in 10 years and seeing who
of my high school friends have gone to the
dark side. It'll be cool knowing that I have
some dirt on them.
Katie Austen is a sophomore SMAD major who recently discovered her love for Jau-Z and
continues her hatred of President Bush.
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Adoptive parents lose rights
in Florida court case, TV show
ALEX SIRNEY

opinion editor
The adopted *tar of Fox's
"Who's Your Daddy?" reality
television show correctly picked
her biological father from a field
of contestants Monday, mercifully
sparing viewers the gut-wrenching tragedy of an incorrect choice.
My first impression of the
show is that it was fake - a contrived show, cast entirely by actors. The only basis 1 have for this
conclusion is what I believe to be
the improbability of the whole
ordeal. I simply — perhaps naively — refuse to believe that any
adopted child would go through
such potential trauma in order to
meet his or her biological parents.
The show, however, strikes a
sharp blow at the institution of
adoption. When a parent gives a
child up for adoption, it is an acknowledgement that they either
do not want or cannot care tor the
child and so are giving up their
parenthood. The relationship between an adopted child and his
or her birth parents is one that
should be approached cautiously,
not sensationally. Fox's show trivialized both this relationship and
minimized the importance of the
adoptive parents.
Legally, adoptive parents become the parents of their child.
The biological parents surrender
all rights and obligations to the
child and are supposed to then
have nothing more to do with
the child. Unfortunately, the information age has given both
sides the resources to track each
other down. In many cases, this
doesn't cause a problem and everyone leaves with some semblance of closure. Sometimes,
however, a biological parent
changes his or her mind, decides
adoption was i miftefcg and that
the child should go home to his
or her "real" mom or dad.
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E-mail darts and pats to brrrrrdpt* hntmail.com.
Darts A Pali art submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis Submissions
are based upon one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.
A "way-to-be-unsanitary" dart to
the waitress who neglected to wash her
hands in the bathroom.
From three disgusted girls who nearly
threw up their wings.

A "way-to-be-inconsiderate-of-theinjured" dart to the busdri ver who closed
the bus door on a girl on crutches.
From an angry girl who missed a quiz
because she had to wait for another bus.

A "way-to-create-a-series-of-catastrophic-events" dart to the girls who
sent a search party into our locked
house to find stolen goods that we
didn't have, resulting in our front door
being kicked down and us having a
long night with the cops.
From three innocent girls who wish
you 'd keep us out of your life of crime.

A "thanks-for-reminding-me-ofthe-generosity-that's-still-in-thisworld" pat to the girl that offered to
give me a ride when it was freezing
Monday night.
From a gracious sophomore who has
always wonacred if anyone would ever be
nice enough to offer such services.

A "way-to-feel-liberated" pat to my
two roommates who streaked around
our apartment complex with me after
losing a bet after the tragic NY Jets' loss
on Saturday night.
From a junior girl who thinks our complex got quite a show.
Recently, in Jacksonville, Fla., a parent is the "real" parent — as
biological mother won custody of far as the judicial system is conher child after giving him up for cerned, a change of heart by the
adoption when he was born three biological parent should be conand a half years earlier. The adop- sidered a minor inconvenience.
tion had never been completed The extenuating circumstance in
— the biological father, who never Jacksonville was that the adopmarried the mother, filed a motion tion was never actually made
to stop the adoption one month official — the father, who was
before it was completed, in 2001. not living with the mother at the
When the court ruled that the fa- time, decided he wanted to keep
ther could stop the adoption, the the child. In this case, the mothmother put her own bid back in to er's wishes should have been
reclaim the child and prevent the the final word. The father was in
father from gaining custody.
no way obligated to care for the
This series of rulings — first, mother as they were not married
that the father could contest the or divorced. Normally, a father's
adoption of the child and, later, rights should be held as sacred
that the boy had to be removed as a mother's, but when the faflODI the place he had called home ther has not taken responsibility
tor three and a half years — hurts for both mother and child, he
the institution of adoption more should not be permitted to take
than "Who's Your Daddy?" ever the child from his or her mother.
could. While the television show
Adoption is a noble act and it
merely ignores the adoptive par- must be hoped that court actions
ents, the Jacksonville ruling could in the future do not discourage
set a legal precedent for taking families from adopting children
children from their adoptive par- by taking these children away
ents if a biological parent changes from them. It would be irresponhis or her mind.
sible and damaging to the basis of
While stories of children say- family in this country if they did.
Alex Sirney is a sophomore aning "You're not my real mom!"
abound, legally an adoptive thropology/SMAO major.

A "way-to-create-a-really-IongWeb-site" pat to the student who created www.capitalonesucksbecausedukedogtost.com.
From several upperclassmen who are
glad people are taking action to show the
community's disgust in the outcome of the
2004 Mascot Challenge.

Angry at our editorials?
Do something about it!
Send a well-written,
profanity-free, 250 word or
less letter to
bKcezeopinion@hotmail.coni.
Breeze Opinion.
Start your own discussion.

CONGRATULATIONS
ATIONAL CHAMPIONS!
As a proud supporter of JMU
Athletics, Coldwell Banker
Commercial Funkhouser Realtors
Congratulates Mickey Matthews,
the Coaching Staff and the Student
Athletes for bringing home the
National Championship!
You entertained and inspired all of
us at Coldwell Banker Commercial
Funkhouser Realtors and we
understand the Vision, Leadership
and Dedication it takes to become #1
in the nation!
We look forward to many more years
of a winning tradition. GO DUKES!!!

COLDUJGLL
BANKER a
x. c™—, * cm «-»»• »»> »w*»

Mickey Matthews,
Division l-AA National Coach of the Year
f

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

COl irwrxiBANKER

COMMER( IAI
FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*
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DOMINICA

Morning to night as
an Alternative Spring
Break leader
BY SYLVA FLORENCE

assistant variety editor
Energetic, curly-haired junior Diana Sierra puts new
meaning in the well-known phrase, "busy as a bee." But
she's not your typical busybody. Sierra is an interesting
individual, a part-time employee and a gospel-sing;
ing social work major who loves her family, her '97 red
Jeep Cherokee and New York City. A day in Sierra's life
includes buzzing around campus and barely pausing to
alight in her own house at the end
of the day.
Even during her most
chaotic moments. Sierra has
something to look forward
to: She plans to co-lead an
Alternative Spring Break trip
to Paix-Bouche, Dominica,
with her co-leader, senior
Sarah Axelson.
"I thought (being an ASB trip
leader] would be a great learning opportunity," Sierra said.
"Also, it's something to help me grow in leadership skills
and allow me to give back to the JMU community."
As if Sierra needed more things to occupy her time.
The sun is sbTl thin and the air is cold when Sierra hits
her snooze button at 6 a.m. After morning quiet time, which
consists of reading her bible and praying, and a healthy breakfast of eggs, oatmeal or cereal, Sierra is out the door around 8
a.m Social work classes and work at the office of sponsored
programs takes up the majority of the day, "with a little food
thrown in there somewhere," Sierra said. By dinnertime.
Sierra is off to attend meetings and do homework — a combination which usually lasts until about midnight.
"It's not that bad," Sierra said. "I'm socializing the
whole way through."
The clubs and organizations Sierra is involved in are
more numerous than pigeons in New York City. Her list of
responsibilities include: Latino Student Alliance (where she
is vice president). Contemporary Gospel Choir, Campus
Crusade for Christ bible study, discipleship. Habitat for
Humanity, Asian Student Union and Roundtable, the center for multicultural and international students.
Penciling ASB leadership into the margins of her busy
but organized life is not only personally but also academically challenging for Sierra.
"This trip is for social work (majors] only," Siena said.
"The learning partner for this trip asked me because she
wanted a social work leader. It's the first-ever trip for
credit. We're trailblazing."
Between coordinating present events and planning
ahead for March. Sierra and Axelson have been awash with
a wave of responsibility. The group raises money for their
trip by writing letters to family members, churches and
organizations, manning concession stands and clean-ups at
the convocation center and planning a variety show, which
may take place in February.
"Being completely responsible for the success of the
trip, the group dynamic and the individual growth [is the
hardest]," Sierra said. "And keeping participants motivated and excited ... once we get there."
When the jMU students touch Dominican soil, they
will help with construction-related service, but the plans
are still fluid.
"The needs (in Paix-Bouche] are always changing," Sierra
said. "Last year, they built a new library in Paix-Bouche."
At the end of the day — or rather, the very beginning
of the next morning — Sierra lies down in her maroonsheeted bed with her stereo on softly. Although the details
of her trip are not finalized yet, Sierra looks forward to her
spring break adventure with satisfaction.
"1 didn't choose [this trip]," Sierra said. "It chose me."

CASEY TEMPLCTON.'.i^';Ji,*,s'.»>'»'
Top photo: Senior Kara Bigelman', exhibit, titled
"Fragmentation In Portraiture" draws viewers In for a closer
look at Its dramatically shadowed photographs .
Bottom photo: Sophomore Brett Lemon admires senior Paul
Chapman's exhibit of suspended pictures and frames.

form,
Cx photography
Zirkle House hosts three
new senior art exhibits
BY LAUREN BLOSSE

contributing writer
Zirkle House doesn't shy away from differences.
Tuesday, Zirkle hosted an opening reception for exhibits by three senior art students — Erin McSorley, Paul
Chapman and Kara Bigelman.
■McSorley's piece, "Craft - Art ■ Fashion," is dis
played in the Artworks Gallery. The exhibit blends
painting and screen printing with fashion design. While
Gwen Stefani croons in the background, observers view
retro-style outfits and accessories, as well as McSorley's
paintings displayed on the walls. The artist uses boldly
colored fabrics and juxtaposes them with paintings.
Using fabric as her canvas, McSorley depicts both images and textural elements. The three-piece "Matrimonial"
reveals a sliver of the artist's personal life, as McSorley
is busy planning her upcoming wedding.
"Art and fashion don't normally relate, but here they
do," McSorely said. "I'm much more influenced by fashion
designers than I am by painters or other types of artists."
In the Madison Gallery, Chapman displays his exhibit, titled "One Word." At a recent family reunion.
Chapman asked family members to choose one word
that accurately described them, and to write it on a piece
of paper. Chapman then photographed them holding up
the paper. With words like "menopausal," "dramatic"
and "alive/viewers are introduced to Chapman's vastly

different subjects.
Chapman chose to display his photographs in an
original way. His photographs are suspended from the
ceiling, so the viewer is required to circle the front and
back of the pictures in their frames to view the exhibit
in its entirety.
Chapman also asks that viewers think about which
word they would choose for themselves. "Some people
in my photographs took quite a long time to think of
their words, and some people shouted out words for
others," Chapman said. "It's about self-expression. I'm
really interested in the human condition."
The Other Gallery showcases Bigelman's photography display. Bigelman uses dramatic shadowing to highlight parts of the human form in her exhibit, titled "A
Fragmentation in Portraiture " Her photographs capture
people from ages one to 89, and we see the beauty of the
human aging process through her work.
I dk9M <" print in a small size so that the viewer is
forced to get close to the print and spend time noticing the
details and shapes." Bigelman said in her artist's statement
"1 used my family and friends as subjects. Photography is
really a passion of mine, and 1 use all of my free electives
taking photography classes."
Also on display at the gallery is a piece by professional
photographer Alyssa Salomon, entitled "Acts of light"
which will be on display until Feb. 23. The artist will lecture
on (an. 31 in Duke Hall, Room 240 at 3:35 p m

'Nanny Diaries' exposes less-than-dreamy side of working in luxury
BY ERIN WEIRETER

staff writer
Every year, my best friend and I roast in
the hot sun. sit in uncomfortable lifeguard
stands and sweat what feels like gallons
of water every single day, all the while
dreaming of what more lucrative summer
employment must feel like. Oh, let me tell
you, we have dreamt about our ideal summer job, and it is far away from the pool
deck. Without question, we want to be in
Martha's Vineyard.
There, in the beautiful land of cool, summery Massachusetts, we would be nannies
for all those wealthy socialite Manhattan
families who have retreated for the summer months. We would live in gorgeous
houses, wear J. Crew sundresses and party
in nightclubs where celebrities have been
known to frequent. In a perfect world,
we would live the charmed life for three
months — nanny by day, privileged party

girl by night.
Then I read
"The Nanny
Diaries."
Suddenly, my
perfect world
of la vish living
with the New
York
upp
upper
class
didn't
seem so, well, lavish. In fact, it sounded more
like Hell on Earth.
Bulng that this book was written by two
former nannies of the same type of esteemed
family that I was so eager to serve, I would
have to say, I had no idea what being a
nanny in this society really entailed.
Nan, a child-development major at
New York University, is struggling to
pay her rent in a cramped studio apartment and decides babysitting would be
her best bet for an acceptable source of
income. Meet the X family, a stereotypical

1L
f

upper-crust New York family, complete
with a Park Avenue apartment and a virtually non-existent husband. Mrs. X quickly
hires Nan to care for her only son. Grayer,
an adorable 4-year-old who immediately
takes a liking to Nan.
Nan soon realizes, however, that her
job extends far beyond caring for Grayer.
Nan finds herself scheduling her own
life around that of Mrs. X From chauffeuring Grayer to French lessons and
preparing his specially designed organic
meals to staying up all night with him
as he grows violently ill, Nan realizes
she has assumed a maternal role in the
X household.
How is it possible, she wonders, that
a woman who has no job, no responsibilities and no commitments whatsoever can have so little time to spend
with her child?
As Nan subtly encourages Mrs. X to
participate more in Grayer's life, the ten-

sion between the two increases substantially Mrs. X s nose-in-the-air attitude and
general disdain for anyone outside the
realm of her social circle quickly rears its
ugly head and Nan is faced with a bitter
woman who seems determined to make her
life a hving hell. Yet Nan', strong attachment to Crayer keeps her in the job that she
grows to hate more each day.
Is this what working for the rich
and privileged is like? Trie unbelievable
demands Mr,. X throws at Nan are do™.
right ridiculous, and certainly not anvHt"kta> " .*»""' n'""y h Squired ?o
do. Then again, maybe I just know nothine
about this side of life.
"noining
What I do know, though after m„
friend and. both read thisTook'';,h.,
ne.ther of us were quite a, eager to hm»
on a plane to Martha, Vineyd'°aUwe
once were. We hope this book was exae!
gerated, because otherwise our «„™„g
m
fantasy will never be the same
"
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VEGETABLES: CARROTS
BY PAUL ROBERTSON

staff writer
Perhaps many people's haired of vegetables stems from
early childhood experiences. As a child, I often would get
carrot chunks stuck in between my teeth all the while craving
watermelon suckers and bubblegum Blow Pops.
But things changed. In high school, I would go to the grocery
store with my mother and grab bags of mini carrots by the hand-
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ful and toss them in the shopping cart — 1 even forgave them for
getting stuck in my teeth.
According to carrolmuseum.com. carrots have the highest content
of vitamin A than any other vegetable. Vitamin A helps to keep
one's eyes healthy, but despite what many believe, they don't help
anyone see better. Another interesting fact: Carrots are actually
more nutritious raw than cooked (but forget about that if you want
to try out the following recipes).

Apple-glazed Carrots

Honey Carrot Cookies

1
1
1
1
1

1 cup sugar
1/2 cups butter
2 eggs
3 tablespoon honey
1 teaspoon vanilla
21/4 cups all-purpose flour
2 teaspoons baking soda
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup shredded carrot (about one mediumsized)

tablespoon butter
pound baby carrots — peeled and trimmed
cup apple juice — unsweetened
teaspoon honey
tablespoon green onion — minced tops

Melt butter in large nonstick skillet over medium-high heat. Add carrots
and sautrj until carrots begin to brown slightly, about eight minutes. Add
apple juice and honey and bring to a boil. Reduce heat and simmer until
carrots are tender and liquid is reduced to a glaze, stirring occasionally
for about 15 minutes. Season to taste with salt and pepper. Transfer to a
bowl. Sprinkle with green onion tops and serve.

[Work on speed, accuracy, fundamentals, defensive tactics, and more!

R.

TACTICAL ADVANTAGEU.C

Preheat oven to 325 degrees. In a large mixing
bowl, combine sugar and butter. Beat contents
well. Add eggs, honey and vanilla. Beat until contents are well-mixed. Combine flour, baking soda,
nutmeg and salt. Stir dry ingredients into butter
mixture and mix well. Stir in shredded carrot.
Using well-floured hands, shape rounded teaspoonfuls of dough into one-inch balls. Place two
inches apart on un-greased cookie sheets. Bake 13
to 18 minutes or until edges are lightly browned.
Remove immediately to wire racks to cool.
Makes about three dozen cookies.
Source: www.justvegctablerecives.com

RT Computer Systems

t

Learn to snoot!
P,5t
°ihotsu%fle

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

Instructor has more than 20 years experience and
is a current law enforcement firearms instructor.
Beginner to advanced instructing.
Personal or classroom setting.
ill for more details:
40- 560-2 776
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Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

540-442-7335
Mon-Fri 9-6. Sat 10-5

www. tactical-advantage.com

QualityTtems For Your
Home Including

Yellow Cab

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Home Furnishings

(540)434-2515

AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION

■ Radio Dispatched
^Hrvlc* to all major airports

Living Room
Dining Room
Bedroom
Recliners
Mattresses
Outdoor Furniture
Accessories
And More

2080 EVELYN BYRD AVE
(Behind Valley Mall)
HARRISONBURG. VA

Wheelchair accaaalbla vehicle*

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

(540) 434-7619

Best Pizza on the Planet

433-0077
4 OQ
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Our Supreme Includes seven of our most popular loppings
Pepperonl Sausage. Onions. Beet. Mushrooms. Green
Peppers, and Extra Cheese. Our Veggie Supreme is a
vegetarian feast or Mtahrooms. Onions. Groon Peppers. Block
Olves. Broocol. Tomato aces, and extra choose lo hold It at
together. And (as always) you con buid your own supreme
■am our toppings selection. Be creative and remember.
uJgj'shos three origlnd recipe sauces to choose from: baars
Classic Red Sauce, Spicy MCI. and our original Virgin WhW
■MM

^

Hastan

BuHd Your Own

Turnovers

Wei supply the sauce and cheese, and you choose the rest
torn our ptoa topping 1st
Extra

JM)k for our ad every Thursday for Live! music-

MMKocjle

p loppings)
(Stoppings)

very weekend at our new location downtown!

flceonl
Hambuiger
Bacon
Canadian Bacon
Ham
Mearbats

CHEESt
CRISP _ ,_^
,
lr*atfatwc^biu&eclwmgafctxM<».lgNtya»end
t ta
wtlh mozmreto chaw*.
- -,
* *»gy
Its5.TT
1.00
r
4.99
75

vzzzzzzz.

s*»

*>

GARVCCIMSPmtoandc^auttxuthedwmgoteoi^.lghtlycoveied
wtlh choppedgartc
...
""■f"
i A«
a.er „ i.uu

2.

r."""

4.*»_

>•*♦

-...7$
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ITALIAN CHEESE WMAP ..,„., _ _.__ j....Mt.

Open toce »c*on Sub toot loaded with llotan dressing and
meted provolone Serve* ?

CHIPS 4 DIP -

'

TOPPINGS
Peppetcrt

^YETIZE^

_. .

SOMox. 4
7SMox. 5

4.77
5.99

Anchovies
Onions
Jotapenos
Green Peppers

Mushrooms
Bock Otves
Green Otves
leCONpCllMM
Extra Cheese
FolaChooso

Chedda
MM

Provolone
Pineapple
Gartc

xot

SunrJrted lomcJoes. %jtmowet taedi

I \( ( \KHs ,H ceptecl

^C^TVP,^

Luigi's OriginalHfecipe
Regular • Wheat • Thin Crust
Cheese
loppings
Supreme
1.45
15.9?
«.»S
1.25
12.2?
7.25
.75
7.99
4.25

1612"
9-

^

Free- delivery over $10

MM

Caulltlower
Sweet Peppers
Tomato Sices
Banana Peppers
Spinach
Parmesan
Carrols
Zucchlrt
Squash
Shake (50C)
Und**ied lopckvgr.
ArJdfcrxi (SOC)

MISC.
for some strange racoon people Ike to puf our homemade
Gone*) Oesstig on/usl about anything we moke. (Espeolofy
our cheese crisps) VVTfri tr* *i rrerict we offer o side order of
RANCH DRESSING
ONLY M EXTRA
SIDE Of lUIGI'S SAUCE.
OrVtV .79 EXTRA
IWGrS SHAKE
ONLY .79 EXTRA
Our secret Wend or spices and herbs oaVnkiefered gentry to
our asyeody superb ptao and cofrones.

4<J>
THE DON HO
'Sony, no «ny bubblestutors classic Howoton Rao pied high wxl, Horn
Osnoclon Bacon. Pheapple. and Extra Cheese.
SmaK: $7.75 Medium: $12.29 targe: $15.30
THEZORBA
"A hard wort*!'. Sanot<yfaheami pie. '
We do the plaaltv Greek way. wlh Spinach, tomato
Sloes, feto cheese, and a sprinkle ol Bam. Add Stock
Olves or Onions tor regular lopping price.
Small: $7.75 Medium: $12.29 targe: $15.30
THE TEX-MEX
'forget the Alamo.. Remember the pie'
lugf's heads to the border w/rh this spicy Iffle number.
Avaeable with ot without ground beet. Comes with tmh
Onora. Green Peppers, tomato Sices. Jotapenos (a not).
Cheddar Cheese, and topped wfh Shredded lettuce
Side ol sour cream (.7St)
Small: $7.99 Medium: $12.49 targe: $15.99
THE BACON CHEDDAR CHEESE BURGER PIE
'Bom on the4th of Joy..."
An at American IbvorKe We lh** you know who* son this
one. and extra Cheddar.
Small: $7.29 Medium: $11.99 targe: $14.99
uTG»AN0OrOM4<5f
'Napoleon would grow with pride'
tugt's Oassfe fled Sauce lopped with RKotta. fata
Cheddar. Provolone. Parmesan Ma«rela andadabot
Gate OOH4A-IAIU
Small. $7.99 Medium: $12.29 targe: $15.99
THE CORSICA
'its Not tat on Island. Us a ABO"
M MMatoJOnearl aekarir ttxrtixm Itttal i WM HHM
Sauce. Artichoke Hearts. SundrBd romatoes, 8oke</
Chicken and tresh Capers to meste » ket right

Small: $7.99 Medium: $12.49 large: $15.99
THE PRESTO PESTO

'We Puled Ihls One Out Ot Our Haf
Lukfs Homemade SunUower Pesta Ighlly sprinkled with
moaarela and your choice ol any lour toppkigs
Small. 5/ 99

Medium: $12.49

targe: $15.99

luYG.-S ZEN PIZZA
$19.99
'...make me one with everything"
lukjTs does the Bakers doten one bottert Choose your
rovorite fourteen toppkigs to create the pie ol your
<*eomt Only avatableh If and please alow tor extra

you
S^fi?*?r*"
•"' °°* ■ •>*yeunellItsHtKP «n
nom# only)

BovAotchlptv^mRayc^aGaikcireeaedtplaaearcU^
both Ranch AGarlc cheese)

*7*

SmoM
GARUC BREAD

Ml
Ml

4 pieces ot tooled gartc toreon

1059 South High St.
Harrisonburg, VA.
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ACROSS
ITypeoffilt
5 Broadway org.
10 Bog

IS-CM
19 Oame ending?
20Prentmi>r
Poundslonr
21 Kind of quartz
22 Vuquel of baseball
23 Approximately
2SPuzzlnig problem
26 "Peter Pan" pooch
27 Hester Prynne's kid
28 Kids connect them
30 Shorten a akin
31 Social climber
32 James of "Misery"
35 Clods
38 Owl or eagle
40 New Hampshire's
motto
45-do-well
46 Shelley showcase
47 Laudcr powder
48 Squealers
51 Zodiac crustacean
53 32 Across' co-star
56 Mountaineers gear

59 "Darn!"
61
63
65
66
67

Envelope abbr.
Indeed
Egyptian Nobelist
"Battle Cry" author
Alibi

68 Coaching legend
72 Came by
73 Exclude
74 Actress Hagen
75 Misjudge
76 "Make a decision!"
80 Big -. CA
81 "What-.a mind
readetT
82 Appearance
83 Royal abbr
84 Most meager
86 Pres., e.g.
87 Delhi dress
88 Assail
90 Author Grafton
91 Cry over a mouse?
92 Lena of "Havana"
93 Showy shrub
95 High-toned guy?
99 Couch
101 Wax device
103 Praise
105 Summon mommy
106 Enthusiastic review
108 Hamlet's line
113 "Islands in the-"
('83 hit)
115 Frame of mind
! I!.-Nonsense'■
117 Terrible
118 Boar's beloved
120 Rigatom relative
123 Bridal path?
127 Brainchild

20, 2005
128
131
134
135

Hebrew text
Survival option
"Oh. woe!"
Honshu
metropolis
136 Furry fisherman
137 Tourist isle
138 Riga resident
139 Katmandu's
country
140 Peter of Herman's
Hermits
141 List ender
DOWN
1 Interstate exit
2-vera
3 Writer Paretsky
4 Give it one's awl?
5Cal.page
6 Guitarist Sussman
7 Acted promptly?
8Besides
9 Ecclesiastic
10 Cartographer's
creation
11 Give it-(try)
12Hasty
13 That's no bull!
14 Grammy winner
Woody
15 Dragon or Dracula
16 Words for a wimp
17 Lord's lair
18 Spirited steed

CROSSWORD
24 Norwegian name
29 Disconaolaac
33 Humorist Buchwald
34 Tide type
36 Earliest
37 Word with cow or
horse
39 Acts like a chicken
40 Tennis stroke
41 - BeU Wells
42 Donkey doc
43 Bulldogs
44 A shape that stops
traffic
49 Tiny Tom
50 Soap opera, e.g.
52 Cassius' cohort
54 Pupil's place
55 Medieval menial
57 Bouquet
58 Mississippi port
60 Gary and Elizabeth
62Kickoff
64 Muppet drummer
68 Quiet partner?
69 Hosts
70 Halloween greeting
71 Ancient deity
73 Shakespearean tragedy
77 German poet
78 Air bear?
79 Flexed, as muscles
85 Bom
87 Italian wine

88 The Jungle Bookbear
89 Glum drop?
94 Parental sibling
96 Sgt. or cpl
97 Solid circle
98 New York city
100 Polo's place
102 Bk. convenience
104-wop
107 Singer Sheens
109 Literary pseudonym
110 Bright inventor?
Ill Dictator
112 Pyramus' paramour
113 Move like 51 Across
114 "Archie" character
117 Push-button
predecessor
119 Envelop
121 Schipa or Jackson
122 Upon
124 Flatten a fly
l25Kedrovaof"Zorba
the Greek"
126 Runner Zaiopck
129 Record abbr.
130 Smith or Foster
132 Novelist Kesey
133 Vein contents
fame

SUPER CROSSWORD
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START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
jig TH

B~

A-J
FREE

The
Mill
A

V

The Mill Ap;
WWW.1

thp
Office Hoi!

Monday r

_s.iturday I

Can't visit your friends
because you'll get towed?

HEW door/.
flCUl furniture,
nCUJ roof,

nCUJ look!
Live at the NEW Commons!
Walk in and sign today!

Live at The Commons, SouthView, or StoneGate
and be able to park at all three properties!
Sign today!

The Commons South View
4 bedroom - 2 bathroom
www.commonsapartments.com

438-3835

Stone Gate

4 bedroom - 4 bathroom

4 bedroom - 4 1/2 bathroom

www.southviewapartments.com

www.stonegateapartments.net

432-0600

The Commons Renovation Underway!!!

442-4496
Call 438-3835 for details

Office Open
Mon-Fri:8:30-7
Sat: 12-4

1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjllmlted.com
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FREE CARI F > FREE ETHERNET • FREE LOCAL TELEPHONE
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Seeds
Student fosters peace between cultures during stint as camp counselor
Story by contributing writer Jeffrey Tomik • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya

Junior Adam McNeil was surrounded by Palestinians and Israelis on a
warm summer day in Maine. These stereotypically Middle East enemies
were not dodging bullets or yelling obscenities at one another, but instead
sharing a laugh as they jumped into a nearby lake.
McNeil was involved in a program known as
Seeds or Peace. This program brings teenage
leaders together to learn how to coexist
and resolve cultural conflict. Seeds of
Peace has participants from eight
Middle East delegations as well
as young leaders from South
Asia, Cyprus, the Balkans and
the United States.
Over 300 campers are
selected from more than 2,000
applicants to participate in
the program. Their respective
governments choose these future leaders
based solely on academic performance and
leadership ability.
"1 (eel the nonviolent approach
of Seeds of Peace is a very effective way to deal with
conflict" said McNeil. "If s a great way to create discourse
between the sides and everyone involved takes something
back and reaches out to someone."
McNeil has been a counselor for this
international program for the past two
summers. As a counselor, he is
responsible for a "bunk" of 10
kids per session. He creates a
neutral, safe and fun environment for the kids and helps
create dialogue between the members of the bunk.
"Adam is open with each camper
and is willing to do whatever he can
to make them feel comfortable in their
new surroundings," said fellow counselor Calvin Young.
Every counselor uses their expertise in
various activities to teach the campers and make
them step outside their comfort zone. McNeil is
a lifeguard on the waterfront staff where he teaches
the youngsters different water activities. This seems like an easy task but "many
of the kids are inexperienced swimmers even though they live so close to the
Mediterranean Sea," said McNeil.
Through activities like water polo the kids learn to work with one
another. "Watching the kids work together, despite everything they have
gone through, makes me realize that it's possible for them to come together
tu achieve a common goal like peace."
McNeil has his mom to thank for his involvement in Seeds of Peace.
She spotted an article in the New York Times about the program and instantly
thought it would be a great opportunity for her son.
"I felt compelled to join Seeds of Peace because I thought the program was
very intriguing and I knew it was something 1 wanted to be a part of," McNeil said.
When he was accepted into the program McNeil didn't know much

about the conflicts he was going to be dealing with in the upcoming summer.
"All of my friends asked me if I was going to read up on the conflicts
before 1 went to camp," McNeil said. "I told them that I wanted to have this experience without the biased opinion of Ihu media. 1 feel that the best way to
leam about something is from someone who has experienced it."
^—
Adam learned a great deal
from the kids in the program.
Seeing the kids and hearing
some of the stories were a real
eye-opener for him.
A camper from Afghanistan,
named Waheed, to" ! to McNVil
about his family. I he Taliban imprisoned Waheed's father until the family
could raise enough money to get
him out. The eight children began
selling their belongings and
working to raise the money for
their father. After six months of
financial struggles the Taliban
released Waheed's father.
One girl who McNeil
described as quiet and sweet,
named Haneen, from the West
Bank of Palestine, always put
smiles on the faces of the campers, McNeil said. She pulled
McNeil aside one day because
she was frustrated that the kids
would not listen to one another.
She told him about her family
back home. In the past two years
her whole village was bulldozed,
she lost her house, and her family
members were imprisoned.
McNeil expressed the need
for Haneen to share her struggles
with the rest of the group. As she
began to tell of her hardships, she
captured the attention of the whole
group and they became willing to lisl«'ii and learn from one another.
"Seeds of Peace has helped
me realize that anything is possible, especially peace," McNeil said. "These kids amaze
you with their ability to hear each other out
in hopes to come up with some sort of peaceful
resolution. The program hopes that these seeds
will grow to be leaders in their country and pass on
what they found and learned at Seeds of Peace."
McNeil plans to continue his involvement
with Seeds of Peace and is currently pursuing a career in
conflict mediation. He is an interdisciplinary social science
major with a concentration on the Middle East.
If you are interested in learning more about Seeds of
Peace or getting involved, visit their Web site at wum\seedsofpeace.

Classifieds
THREt BEDROOM 2 1/2 BATH,
Univtreity Court. 1270 Each Large
rooms. Available August 433-2221
289 A 291. 29) CAMPBELL SIKI I I
lownhouset will be available June 1,
2005 foe yearly lea.se. Call 43S-O047.
HOUSES
3
Bcdroom-1355
S.
Mam. 4 Bedroom-413 S High Si.
3 Bedroom-mO A 1173 Hamsun
Si. June. August. Leases 433-2126
TOWNHOUSES: 5 Bedroom. 3 1/2
balhs. washer dryer. 11 30 Ml View. 1132
Ml. View $285 Augusl Lease. 433-2126
DEVON
Available
Quiet

LANE
TOWNHOUSE
Augusl.
3
Bedroom.
Neighbors
435-7861

BEAT
THE
RENTAL
RUSH
3
BEDROOM
TOWNIIOI si
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2005 IN
KIESTER SCHOOL AREA. QUIET
AND
SAFE
NEIGHBORHOOD.
GARAGE. LARGE DOCK, I'lHINf.
CABLE / INTERNET lilTLETS
IS IACH ROOM. PARTIALLY
FURNISHED. $295 PI R PERSON
FOR MORE DETAILS (ALL I800-842-2227 OR
540-247-1960,
EMAIL SnVLRwaSllt.\ll.l SU
fowNiiousi :oo< - 2006 Mkod
y«ar 4 Bedroom. Grew Location.
Close lo JMU. convenient to slures.
restaurants, etc Many estrav. Ml SI
SEE' $250 per bedroom Call for more
information phone 433-8423 or 246-

2349

Email: *mJt<tt

STUDENT
FRIENDLY
HOUSES
r
lli/ahelh.
V.
Watar. 3-4 bedrooms. 879-9947
VARIOUS 4-10 RFDRIxiv in n .is
Most allow pels, have large yards and
large bedrooms All with WD. DW.
564-2659.
-M-K ,uMlef?nipcrrt com
REDECORATED TOWNHOUSE 1101
Mountain View (MTCanlrell. < or. 1.5
balh. basemcnl. laundry. New owner. Will
be redecorated before move in. June lo
May lease $270 tenant (5401 234-8584
ACROSS FROM
HOSPITAL 8
bedroom. 2 1/2 hath. 2 kitchen.. DS1 in
all bedrooms, off street parking, laundry
in basement June lo May lease S2KO
tuta-QulJrlphlo •»■; (540) 214K584
!BR HOUSE AVAILABLE 8/15 Large
yard, scp garagc/rec room, located
downtown, minules from campus S-4I1I
person inc water, elec. gas. cable, w'd
r.ookup. 242 N Mason Si 437-0193

THE BREEZE

IBKXK EROM JMU 55B Weal
Fairveiw. 2 bedroom, S560 month,
vcai lease-Augusl. AC. DSL. big
yard, off Main Si 1540) 4334984

OBI (HEAP TEXTBOOKS' Search
24 bookslorea in I click* Shipping and
taxes automallcally cakulaled. Save!
Why pay more? finpV/Ww.Aoatfc; rom

COUNTRY
SETTING
Beaunful
5-6 bedroom colonial 3 miles eaaf
eft) I'flrm selling & beaunful new
Stables available SIHOO'mo. includes
vsatei. scplic. and trash 421-8605

FUR SCARVES NYC FASHIONS
- FUR SCARVES $17 - $25. LV.
Prada. Coach A Fendi Handbags
H-»-» PemmUill com
718.644.1164
1999 FORD EXPLORER, four
wheel dnve. Eddie Bauer, leather
■am. moon roof. Inapecled, service
records.
One
owner.
excellent
condition.
$8,900
540-833-2822

I MRU HEDR(X>M TWO BATH.
Patio.
Washer Dryer.
University
Place Available January I 433-2221

1999 Audi A6 qualtro. 4D blue. 76000
mi. asking $14000. (540) 742-1349

low sill il si ink Rl SI a Hunlei .
Ridge For 2005-2006 school year 4
Bedrooms 2 Baths. Washer Dryer. W \
SPA $300.00perpenon(540)298-2716

CIVIC -92 BLV 4dr,
$1500 OBO. call u
215-5194
or
(540)

ROOMMATE WANTED. 575 E Market
$250 phis utilities, contact David 336302-2513 or dmhOOSiKbrulgryilrridu

PARKING SERVICES is currently
seeking students interested in working
for the student enforcement program
Apply on the web at www.jmu.edu
parting, or m person at our office
located on the ground level of the
parting deck Call 568-6105. or email
jmupvrkt^OOmhvtmill
com for additional
information

3 BR APT AVAILABLE 8/15 H/W
floor*, spacious rooms. 2nd floor
No w/d hookups. $400'person inc
water, elec. gas. Minutes from
JMU. 281 W Market St. 437-0193

DOWNTOWN 73A fast Market, "l
Bedroom. 450 month, deposit year
lease-Augusl. utilities included, wired
DSI (540)43.1-0984

FOR SALE
SOLD - 1995 JEEP WRANGLER
66k miles, 5 speed, soft top. great

eoftdMoa

$7,000

(540)

4145 after 5 pm (540)

HI l Kl MlOSAI I Ml RIA1NMI M
Staff Wanted Mitl Island is currently
seeking cast and crew for Spring and
Summer Season. Work and Train
with flexible hour-, now for a great
summer position Airbrush Tattoo
Artist*. Shaved Ice Servers, RoboSurf.
Orbitron,
Watertag/
La/erTag
operators, and event sialT needed.
Starling Pay S7hr plus bonuses VI.H
WWK mhlwlley com for application or
call for more informal ion (5*1)607-6670

RENT
433-7325

HUNTERS
RIDGE.
2BR/2Bath
s'uiet area at back of complex
Completely furnished. All appliancesstove,
microwave.
washer dncr.
dishwasher, disposal hathemet hookups in each room. On hus line and
wilfun walking distance to the raifWH
Pnvalcly owned and managed S7IMI
mo. Available 8105. (540) 421-9700

833-

421-::%

Work for
The
Breeze!

BARTENDING! $2$0day PotenlUI
No experience necessary, framing
provided. (8001 965-6520 Ext212

UiiolMMi il I MR ARTSavailable
I jn be rented by 1 group or 2
smaller ones Both have 2 separate
entrances. Downstairs is a 2000 si). IL
rec room thai can be used for parties,
band events, etc (umcnicmlv located
downtown nexl lo Channello's $400'
person inc water, elec, cable, dsl, w/d
downstairs 34 W Gay St 437-0191

FOR
(540)

automatic.
see 571574-2131

1994 PONT1AC ORAND AM OT
4-cylinder high outpui, 5-speed.
96.000 miles, red. Ian interior. 2door, new tires
$3.50OGV obo
immlMajmu edu.
867-0582

SPACIOUS
HOUSING
FOR
2005-2006
Compare
w
44
lenanl houses and duplexes. See
photos, availability and prices at
HW-.cmlleproprrry.com.
564-2659

APARTMENTS
™~ iHmmltku.m*

Looking for an
incredible job,
great pay, and
invaluable
experience?

PA Rl-TTME ESOL INSTRUCTOR
Seeking an enthusiastic, creative, and
dependable instructor of English for
Speakers of Other Languages IM5
evening hours, week Previous teaching
experience a plus Send resume to TARC
Assistant Director. 250 E Elizabeth Si.
Suite II* Hamsonburg. VA22802
fax:
540-442-6375
Make $75 taking surveys online
and receive 2 fully paid airline
tickets!
WM-w.GetPaidToThink.com

| www.ihebreeze.org \ THURSDAY, JAN. 20, 2005 | 12
BREAK
SPECIALS!
SEEKING EXPERIENCED DJ- Pay SPRING
u^do'llaT Call Mike "(540) 442-9097 P««™ CHjT * Dayton. 7 Night*.
6 Free
Parties $159! Cancun,
JOSHUA WILTON HOI'SF is currently '*™'«. Acapulco. Naaaau S499
seeking qualified applicants for servers. Including Air' Bahamaa Cru.se $299!
hosts and dishwashers. Apply in person Spr*
Tuesday-Saturday between 10am and
3pm. 412 S Main St., Hamsonburg
POSITION AVAILABLE IN SPORTS
Media Relations for the Spring
Semester Duties include photographing
Athletic Fvents. updating an existing
website, and office wort Hours are
flexible, approximately 10 hours a
week. Successful applicants need to
be proficient in Dreamweaver and
Photoshop programs on a Macintosh
computer Applications available in
Sports Media Relations. Godwin Hall.
Room 220 or Athletics Photograph)
Chandler Hall, Room G-12. Contact
568-3294 or e-mail Kushnecst&jmu edu
vs ith jii. questions or cull Mi-3294

\isil

Siappari t.rwtp Ti>r~5iirvftors
of sexual aasault is beginning'

Bahamas Party

Cruise $299
Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
1-800-678-6386

Please coatact Laura (hoyd1w9Jma.edu)
for information regarding time, day,
and location

LOVING
COUPLE SEEKS TO
ADOPT newborn Will pay medical
and legal expenses. Pleaac call
Sharon collect at 703-837-0232.

SKYDIVE! One day ftrei Tandem
jumps from 13.500' from our 22 BEAGLE NEEDS HOME Loving.
jumper aircraft. Gift Certificates! elderly Beagle needs a home until May.
877-DIMSK1.
(877-348-37591 Will pay for her food and other needs.
Email :urmluiajmu edu

for job openings*
descriptions, St

n\ NAGS HI-AD STl DENT SUMMER
Rentals,
seabreextreally com
for
pictures. 252-255-6328

applications

»I-SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Cancun. Jamaica. Acapuko. Bahamas,
A Florida! Beat Partiea. Re«i Hotels.
Best Prices! Book Now!!! 1-800-2347007
ww.tndhunimmertoun.com

Applications due Feb. 1
lo The Breeze oilier in
the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall

BREAK!

lowest mot* On Spnrtg freak. GUAJUNTUO
■ma—a ■» awn i% ttm—i+mtwm* wan
tvww.SprlR|BrtfkTr«vtl.ctM

The group provides a safe and
confidential environment to share
experiences.

wwsvjmu. edu. stitem/>/o)

SPRING

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BRFAK
CRUISE 5 Days $299! Includes
Meals. Parties with Celebrities As
Seen On Real World, Road Rules,
Bachelor' Award Winning Company!
SprtngBirakTrawl com (800) 67X-6386

CUSTOMER
CARF
Rl PRhSENTATIVE The ReSource
Network is now seeking people
with strong customer service skills.
Responsibilities
include
account
acquisition and customer service.
Competitive pay and flexible scheduling
Applicants should have excellent verbal
and written communication skills, the
ability lo wort independently, and be
self-motivated. Applications available
at 80 E Market St, Hamsonburg

Read
The
Breeze
online!
»?»»». thebreezc. org

WARNING!

thursday nights

Advertising with The Breeze may cause
excess patronage of
your business, club, or activity.

YOUR DIGITAL DJ WITH SCOTTIE 2 HOTTIE
from

Can you handle it? call 540.568.6127 today!

0

«A

10 PM- 2 AM

— ED

BestBBQ

M E Woa* St
Baaida rOna'a

V:

timS

PORk BBO SANdwick
wirh FRIES ANd A DR.Nk

$5.99

Down!own: 433-3017
30. S. MAIN ST.

NEXT TO JESS' QUICK LUNCH

^raaaaaak|CIncfer l^few nar.agerriei.Cvl/
\
^^^asbasjj^. Adult Novelties
Body Jewelry J^
^feAdulr Magazines
Tapestries Jfmm /J-L- ■ |a--\ Adult DVD's
Poster, jjf HS#LE \
Stickers
^m

PLAYOFF HOTSPOT
PATRIOTS STEELERS

m
.<»>.J3l':r

Sunday 1,23

6:30 PM
YOUR NEW HOT SPOT

OPEN DAILY

FALCONS EAGLES
3:00PM

11 AM to 1:30 AM

see both games!

1 .

ncants
Alassage^ils
Lotions

LW
riew Owner
Reg: $24.95 T{jUy StocHeJl
Sale: $14.95
DVD's $14.95
Buy 2 get 1 Free
Tapestries

r>.
„
1
,
Detox Products! "
HOURS:

MON

- SAT

All $29.96 Buy 1 get 1
(QQAUR™
$29.95
Free

I 0-4

located at
221 UNIVERSITY BLVD
between outback & bruster's

(540) 801-0221
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TRACK BRIEFING

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Carr places
first in relay,
fourth in
individual

Injury bug
continues
to bite
gameplan

The JMU men's track team
posted big marks in its last
match at the Virginia Tech
Indoor Invitational Jan. 14 and
15. The 3,200-meter relay team
pulled together a first-place finish to cap the Dukes' success
this past weekend.
The foursome consisted of
senior Evan Kays, junior Allen
Carr and sophomores Peter
Novick and Dave Baxter. All
four will be heading to the
IC4A championships, after
breaking the qualifying time
by just 6.34 seconds.
JMU also had five runners
in the 1000-meter race with
Carr and Baxter finishing in
the top-10. Carr placed fourth
in the 31-entry contest, missing the qualifying mark by lest
than half a second.
Another close finish was
the distance medley relay team,
which finished fourth. The team
must improve its time of 10:19.26
by just one second to post under
the 10:18.70 qualifying time
needed to head to the championships in Boston, March 4-6.
Madison had other top-10 finishes by sophomores Dan Kiely
and josh White and freshman
Andrew Waring. Kiely topped
last week's fifth place finish
by one spot, finishing fourth
while setting a personal best of
1.95 meters, in the high jump
at Bucknell University. Waring
ran a 15:45.06 to place ninth in
I the 5,000-meter race, and White
took seventh in the triple jump,
I setting a season best mark with a
|13.83-meter jump.
This Saturday, the men
trill head to Annapolis, Md.,
vhere the United States Naval
*icademy is hosting a rare threechool meet that includes La
alle University and the Dukes.
— Dunny Christimuni

BY DANNY CHRISTIANSEN

senior writer

Relay team
places third
Freshman Michelle Beardmore and senior Sarah Kirtland set personal bests at the
Virginia Tech Indoor Invitational Saturday.
Beardmore finished ninth
in the 3,000 meters with a time
of 10:16.51. Kirtland put up a
1:18.45 in the 500 meters for a
tenth-place finish.
The 4x800-meter relay team,
composed of sophomore's Annie Devinney and Rachel Giannaacoli and freshmen Jamie
Taggert and Jacqueline Chapman finished third.
Chapman also posted a
1,000-meter time of 3:14.04 and
finished in sixth place.
JMU's distance medley relay team of Taggert, Chapman,
senior Tiffany Hall and freshman Marisa Biggins missed
qualifying for the Eastern College Athletic Conference Championship by less than a second
after finishing seventh.
— Danny Christiansen

ON DECK
JMU n. GMU
WHEN:

Saturday, Jan. 22,7 p.m.
: Convocation Cantar
WSVA550AM

The Dukes and the Patriots
meet for the 71" time in a battle for state bragging rights.
JMU is 24-9 against GMU in
games played at the Convocation Center, including a 72-64
overtime win over the Patriots
last February.

reshman
leads Dukes
in scoring
AMY PATERSOtij**) rdlla
FrMhman guard Tame** Young via* to. a rabound during TuMday'a practlca. Young haa acorad doubta-dlglt points In
thla
all but ona of har 141
BY MATTHEW STOSS

Young Gun

assistant sports editor
For the second consecutive year, the JMU women's basketball team has called a freshman its leading scorer. During
the 2003-'04 campaign, that banner draped the shoulders of
Lesley Dickinson, who averaged 15.4 points a game.
So far in 2004 — and now 2005 — the leading
scorer's mantle once again belongs to a freshman in
the form of Tamera Young.
The 6-foot 1-inch forward from Wilmington, N.C., that
they call T-Money, is averaging 14.8 points a game, which
is good enough for the team's lead in that category.
"1 didn't expect to be the leading scorer," Young said.
"1 didn't expect the playing time either. I never thought I
would get as much playing time as I do now."
Playing time is something Young has gotten plenty
of. She is averaging 32.3 minutes a contest, secondmost on the squad behind Dickinson, who is logging
an average of 34.5 every time out.
"Working with her in the summer and the preseason,
everyone here knew she was talented and knew she
would contribute immediately," senior center (Crystal
Brooks said. "1 felt like she would be a big impact player
in the CAA and on the team."
In those minutes, Young has set her early career highs
fairly high. She scored 21 points in a game twice, first
against Charleston Southern University Dec. 16 and then
against Cornell University Jan. 4.
During the Cavalier Classic Dec. 28 arid 29, Young
posted her first double-double with 19 points and
10 rebounds, along with four steals and three blocks
against American University.
Also in those minutes, Young has posted double-digit
point figures in every game but one — a streak of 12straight games from her first Nov. 23 against Virginia Tech
in the Convocation Center Over that stretch (which ended

Freshman forward
Tamera Young leads
all JMU players in
several offensive
categories.
A look at her
numbers this
season.

State

tit YOUNG, page 14

Rank

14.8 points-per-game

1st

73 Field Goals made

1st

76 Free Throws attempted

1st

7.0 Rebounds-per-game

When first asked about the
injuries plaguing the men's
basketball team, JMU coach
Dean Keener shakes his head.
"Where do you begin?"
Keener said.
The Dukes are off to a
rocky start this season under
their first-year coach, with an
overall record of 3-10. They
have posted one win and four
losses in the Colonial Athletic
Association.
Senior
guard
Daniel
Freeman started the season
with promising numbers as
he led the Dukes in scoring
the first four games. He was
second in rebounds averaging
4.5 per game.
Freeman
developed
a
stress fracture four games in,
to his right foot, which has
kept him far from the court.
After four weeks under close
watch, Keener said the doctors
told Freeman the injury was
healing, and he is expected to
return to the doctor Friday, for
his six-week evaluation.
Junior forward David
Cooper has joined Freeman on
the bench due to a torn left
meniscus. Cooper hurt his right
knee in August and missed
most of the preseason before
playing four games at the start
of the regular season.
He suffered a second injury
to the opposite knee and
underwent surgery Dec. 30.
Although neither knee has been
100 percent all season. Cooper
is predicted to start practicing
with the team again next week.
Sophomore guard Ulrich
Kossekpa and freshman guard
Joe Posey haven't seen the court
all this season. Kossekpa is
slowly recovering from multiple
knee surgeries, including two
torn ACL's on his left knee, with
the last one occurring mid-May.
"He just hasn't been able to
get up to game speed," Keener
said. "And the intensity of his
injuries are tough to quickly
recover from."
Posey hurt his wrist last
January while still in high
school and arrived at JMU,
where a physical revealed a
disappointing x-ray.
"Two bones had been
broken for so long in his wrist
that they were literally dying,"
Keener said. "And in orde 'o
heal, he had to remove
s
of his radius and place the it in
the spot of the broken bones."
Doctors said Posey must
wear a cast for four months
but should be healed once it
is removed.
"The injuries the team has
suffered has really given us a
lack of depth," Keener said.
"And we haven't been able to
implement our entire system
offensively and defensively.
"When our team is healthy,
we hope to get back to a fullcourt press style on defense and
an up-tempo game on offense."
Keener and the Dukes host
the George Mason University
Patriots Saturday at 7 p.m.

2nd

JONATHAN TAY11«.. •"" pamofwr*"
Sophomora forward Chris
Cathlln guard* sophomora
forward Cavall Johnson In
the poat.
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YOUNG: Freshman embraces
starting role in first 14 games
YOUNG, from pagt 1J
Jan. 14 against George Mason
University) she averaged 15.8
points a game.
"1 expected [college basketball! to be harder than
II la," Young said. "I never
thought I would be scoring as
much as I do. 1 thought other
teams would be able to guard
mc better than what they do.
"Before I got here, I was
nervous. In high school, there
are only one or two good
players, but in college, everyone is good. In high school,
they will double-team you,
but in college ifs more oneon-one."
Man-to-man defense is
a characteristic of collegiate
hoops that seems to work in

the forward's favor - given
her status as a player who
fancies driving the lane.
"She's a penetrator," senior center Krystal Brooks
said. "She's a slasher. That's
all just part of her game."
Before Young took her
"game" to JMU, she could've
taken it to a few other places.
Her final five schools included fellow Colonial Athletic
Association schools Old Dominion University and the
University of North CarolinaWilmington. Others courting
Young's services were East
Carolina University of Conference-USA and Wake Forest University of the Atlantic
Coast Conference.
"I took one visit to ECU

and didn't like it," Young said.
"I came here and I really liked
the school, the atmosphere
and felt comfortable with the
coaches. Then I signed here
because 1 didn't want to miss
my opportunity and they only
had a few spots left."
While making the decision on her basketball future,
she was doing so from Laney
High School - a high school
that claims a basketball player as an alumnus, that a few
people may have heard of.
His name? Some guy
named Michael Jordan.
T-Money and the Dukes
continue their season tonight,
when they travel to challenge
the Pride of Hofstra University. Came time is 7 p.m.

Wont
to be a

sports
editor?

Senior guard Mary Bath Culbartaon looka to drive on
freshman forward Tamera Young during praetlca.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten.MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
MaribethPLoynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

r

>w Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348

|

Adv

5U

and Po<"te

$ Mc*»ON
DANCEWEAR

438-0166
dandnmotton.

The Best Party on Campus.

FOHcolleqe
republicans

www.tanglesdayspa.netfirms.com

..come join us Mondays at 7:30 in Taylor 400, or for more information
stop by our booth at Student Org. Night Monday the 24th.
Questions? Email Julie at danieljm@jmu.edu.

432-5544
Located above Dairy Queen
810 Port Republic Rd. Suite M
H.nn-.niburgVA 22801
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